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Abstract
There is a sizable literature on mutation rate evolution (Drake 1991; Makova and Li 2002; Lynch 2011;
Scally and Durbin 2012; Sung, et al. 2012) but few studies incorporate the recent genomic data from somatic
tissues that suggest the operation of mutators. These data show that the mutation burden among cancer
samples may vary by several orders of magnitude (Kandoth, et al. 2013; Lawrence, et al. 2013). We now
propose a runaway model, applicable to both the germline and the soma, whereby the accumulation of
mutator mutations forms a positive-feedback loop. In this loop, any mutator mutation would increase the
probability of acquiring the next mutator, thus triggering a runaway escalation in mutation rate. The process
can be initiated more readily if there are many weak, rather than a few strong, mutators. Interestingly, even a
small increase in the mutation rate at birth could trigger the runaway process, resulting in unfit progeny in
slowly reproducing species. In such species, the need to minimize the risk of this uncontrolled accumulation
would entail a mutation rate that may seem unnecessarily low. In comparison, species that starts and ends
reproduction much sooner do not face the risk and may set the baseline mutation rate higher. The mutation
rate would evolve as the generation time changes, therefore explaining many puzzling evolutionary
phenomena (Elango, et al. 2006; Thomas, et al. 2010; Langergraber, et al. 2012; Thomas, et al. 2018;
Besenbacher, et al. 2019).
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Introduction
Mutational process is fundamental to understanding many evolutionary phenomena. In a lifetime,
mutation occurrence is usually treated as a simple Poisson process. This over-simplified assumption seems
an inadequate foundation for realistic theories of such phenomena as the germline mutation rate (Kumar
2005; Lynch 2010; Scally and Durbin 2012; Sung, et al. 2012; Wielgoss, et al. 2013; Segurel, et al. 2014;
Lynch, et al. 2016), or the evolution of sex (Charlesworth, et al. 2005).
Mutation accumulation in the germline, like that observed in somatic tissues (Alexandrov, et al. 2015;
Milholland, et al. 2015; Podolskiy, et al. 2016; Zhang, et al. 2019), is likely a time-inhomogeneous process.
In particular, since some mutations are themselves mutators that increase the mutation rate, mutations should
beget more mutations thus leading to runaway accumulation. While genes responsible for DNA repair are
likely mutators, evidence suggests a much larger number of mutations that may increase the mutation rate in
a more subtle manner. For example, any mutation that can influence the chromatin structure or the ion
concentration can be a mutator if it can impair the accuracy of DNA polymerase and/or repair enzymes
(Schuster-Bockler and Lehner 2012; El Meouche and Dunlop 2018). Unless held back by selection, the first
mutator would start a runaway process and eventually greatly elevate the mutation rate. It will be shown that
many weak mutators will trigger the runaway more quickly than a few strong mutators, given the same
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aggregate mutation effect.
In recent years, the accumulation of mutations in somatic tissues (including tumors) has been
extensively recorded (Kandoth, et al. 2013; Lawrence, et al. 2013; Martincorena, et al. 2015; Blokzijl, et al.
2016; Ju, et al. 2017; Bae, et al. 2018; Lodato, et al. 2018; Chen, et al. 2019; Yizhak, et al. 2019). The main
difference between germline and somatic mutations is that germline mutations are found in all cells of the
progeny, whereas somatic mutations affect only local patches of some tissues. The fitness consequences are
drastically different. Indeed, somatic mutations experience such weak selection that the process is
characterized as “quasi-neutral” (Chen, et al. 2019). Since the runaway process is operative only when it is
unchecked by natural selection, somatic mutations are ideal for such an investigation.
In somatic cells, when the runaway mutational process is realized, it often leads to tumorigenesis.
Therefore, the end-products of runaway accumulation are different in the germline than in the soma. In the
former, they are eliminated by natural selection but, in the latter, they prominently present themselves in
tumors. In TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas) data, the mutation load varies by more than 1000-fold, even
among cases of the same cancer type (Cancer Genome Atlas Research, et al. 2013; Kandoth, et al. 2013;
Lawrence, et al. 2013). Hence, the distribution of the mutation load typically exhibits a very long tail among
cancer samples (Fig. S1). This highly skewed distribution suggests something akin to a runaway process.
For germline mutations, the mutation rate would be limited by natural selection due to their fitness
consequences. Hence, how this limit is set has been a frequent topic in the literature (Drake 1991;
Sniegowski, et al. 1997; Lynch 2010; Thomas, et al. 2010; Lynch 2011; Scally and Durbin 2012; Wielgoss,
et al. 2013; Segurel, et al. 2014; Jonsson, et al. 2017). Since the mutation rate may not stay constant in a
lifetime, it might entail setting the baseline rate low to reduce the likelihood of runaway. There are many
other evolutionary implications for avoiding the runaway process, which will be discussed after the theory is
presented.

Results
I. The runaway mutation accumulation in somatic tissues
While a runaway accumulation of mutations is plausible, it has not been observed presumably because it
is too deleterious to the organisms. It is hence expected that natural selection should have stopped the
process in the germline. In this regard, somatic mutations would be more revealing as cells that experience
runaway accumulation may not die but, instead, transform into tumors.
Fig. 1 here
Fig. 1a shows the mutation load in the coding regions of normal and cancerous colorectal tissues. In the
normal tissues, the mutation load is tightly clustered around 40 per exome, whereas the distribution is
skewed to the right with a median and mean load of 148 and 503, respectively, in cancerous tissues. The
long tail with the load > 5000 is shown in the inset. Note that the mutation numbers in the least loaded 3% of
tumor cases fall in the range of the normal tissue. As a result, the highest and lowest numbers among cancer
cases differ by 300-fold (~15000/50). Such a long tail is observed in most cancer types (Kandoth, et al. 2013;
Lawrence, et al. 2013). We should note that the “tail” is in fact much thinner than the visual impression
conveyed in Fig. 1a because cancer patients account for only a small fraction of the population. For example,
colorectal cancer patients account for only 2% of the older segment (age > 50) of the general population
(https://seer.cancer.gov/). Hence, the load distribution of the entire population would require the red bars be
lowered to 2% of the height portrayed in Fig. 1a.
Source of mutators in cancer
If the long tail of the mutation load is caused by mutator mutations, we ask if the mutations in the 177
known DNA repair genes (DRGs) might be the cause (see Methods; (Wood, et al. 2001; Wood, et al. 2005)).
In the TCGA data, 4044 of the 9979 cancer samples do not carry mutations in these genes. Fig. 1b separates
cases that do or do not have such mutations in red or blue, respectively. Cases with DRG mutations do have
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a higher mutation load. But the converse is also true: cases with a higher mutation load should have more
DRG mutations. We hence randomly choose 207 genes with the same exon length as the 177 DNA repair
genes. Indeed, the distribution of nonsynonymous mutations in the randomly-chosen genes is the same as
the distribution in the DRGs (Fig. 1b vs.1d). Hence, the highly loaded cases have exactly the expected
number of DRGs mutations. Moreover, if mutations in DRGs really act as mutators, the mutator effect
should increase the mutational load exponentially, rather than linearly (Fig. 1c). This will be modeled in Sec.
II below. Since the right-skewed long tail is not caused by mutations in the known DRGs, it is plausible that
a large number of weak mutators may drive the high mutation rate (Schuster-Bockler and Lehner 2012; El
Meouche and Dunlop 2018).
Previous analyses of the mutation load distribution often treat the accumulation as a composite of
multiple mutational profiles, referred to as “mutation signatures”. For example, one study identified 33
signatures and suggested five of them to be linearly correlated with the age (Alexandrov, et al. 2015). These
clock-like mutations account for ~20% of the total, suggesting that 80% of them accumulate in a timeinhomogeneous manner. Others suggest an exponential increase in the mutation load as a function of age
(Milholland, et al. 2015; Podolskiy, et al. 2016; Zhang, et al. 2019). Furthermore, the proportion of clocklike mutations is larger in normal tissues, including early embryos, than in tumors (Blokzijl, et al. 2016; Ju,
et al. 2017). These analyses point to the evolution of the mutation rate itself that increases with time. The
model in the next section frames such time-dependent mutation rate in mechanistic terms.

II. The model
In this section, we model mutation accumulation by incorporating a time-dependent mutation rate, 𝜇(𝑡).
A proportion (𝑝) of mutations is assumed to be mutators that can increase 𝜇(𝑡) by a fraction 𝜆. The mutation
accumulation is therefore an inhomogeneous Poisson process. In parallel, we also assume a proportion (r) of
mutations to be fitness-altering. In the germline, fitness-altering mutations are usually deleterious but, in the
soma, mutations may often be advantageous in the form of cancer driver mutations. Fitness mutations can
thus be of both kinds. The remaining fraction [(1-p) (1-r)] of mutations has no phenotypic effect. The
process of mutation accumulation lasts for an individual’s lifetime, 𝑇, during which no recombination
happens. 𝑇 follows a truncated normal distribution (μ=70, σ=10, lower=0, upper=120) according to the
World Bank Data (https://data.worldbank.org/).
Fig. 2 here
In Fig. 2, examples of mutation accumulation are displayed. All three types of mutations (neutral,
fitness-altering and mutator) are shown. Case 1 does not have a mutator mutation; hence, mutations accrue
steadily and slowly. In case 2, a large effect mutator leads to a large jump in mutation rate and a quick
succession of fitness mutations. In case 3, several small-effect mutators lead to the gradual acceleration of
mutation accumulation. In cases 2 and 3, the waiting time between new mutations becomes shorter and
shorter, resulting in the accumulation of many fitness-altering mutations.
Mutator mutations
Because mutators in the cancer genomic data are not associated with the “strong-effect” DNA repair
genes, it seems plausible that mutations affecting chromatin structure, DNA polymerase fidelity, ion
concentration in the nucleus, nuclear membrane permeability and numerous other factors may all have a
mutator effect, albeit a weak one. In addition, the mutators could be SNVs (single nucleotide variants),
CNVs (copy number variations), epigenetic changes or even the expression level of genes (Schuster-Bockler
and Lehner 2012; El Meouche and Dunlop 2018). Given that the mutation rate in the human germline at
~10-9 /bp /year is very low, a 50% increase in the error rate should be considered weak. (In E. coli, strong
effect mutators can alter the mutation rate by three orders of magnitude (Loh, et al. 2010)). Nevertheless, if
the error rate is multiplicative, 10 weak mutators, each having a 50% effect, would collectively enhance the
error rate by 58-fold.
In the model, the baseline mutation rate is 𝜇0 , which is set at 0.33 mutations per exome per year in
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the soma according to the mutational load of normal tissues (Blokzijl, et al. 2016). The mutation rate
changes when a new mutator mutation occurs. (For convenience, we use 𝜇 ′ and 𝜇 and drop the "t"). Thus,
𝜇 ′ = 𝜆𝜇

Eq. (1)

where 𝜆 is the effect of a new mutator. We assume 𝑙𝑛(𝜆) = 𝑥 follows the exponential distribution, 1/
𝑚𝑒 −𝑥/𝑚 . The mean of the mutator effect is hence 𝜆̅ = 𝑒 𝑚 (see Methods). If 𝑚 = 0, the mutator effect 𝜆 is
always equal to 1 and 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜇0 for the lifetime.
Fitness-altering mutations
We now denote the number of fitness-altering mutations by K. The accumulation of these mutations
will lead to a phenotypic state, e.g. cancer in the soma or lethality in the progeny (via germline mutations).
In the germline, mutations affecting fitness are dominated by deleterious variants (Kimura 1983; Fay, et al.
2001; Eyre-Walker and Keightley 2007; Li 2007) whereas non-neutral mutations are often advantageous in
the soma, resulting in the over-proliferation of cells (Fearon and Vogelstein 1990; Hanahan and Weinberg
2011). The soma/germline difference can be seen most clearly in the Ka/Ks ratio, where Ka is the number of
nonsynonymous substitutions per site and Ks – synonymous substitutions per site (Li, et al. 1985). For
germline mutations, the Ka/Ks ratios range between 0.05 and 0.3 from a wide range of taxa (vertebrates,
insects, nematodes, and plants), suggesting 70% to 95% of nonsynonymous mutations are removed by
natural selection. In contrast, the Ka/Ks ratio ranges between 0.9 and 1.15 in normal and cancer tissues
(Chen, et al. 2019), thus suggesting the prevalence of advantageous mutations in the soma. Due to the
relatively weak influence of negative selection in the soma, the runaway process is prominent in cancer
samples. We shall present the analysis of somatic mutations first.
1) Fitness-altering mutations in the soma leading to tumorigenesis - A mutation is assumed to affect fitness
with probability r. Based on the analysis of 299 cancer driver genes (Bailey, et al. 2018), we set r at 0.04
(See Methods; (Wu, et al. 2016)). The number of genetic events needed to start tumorigenesis has been
estimated to be 5 – 10 (Fearon and Vogelstein 1990; Hanahan and Weinberg 2011). Mutations underlying
these events are often referred to as “cancer drivers” which, by definition, are advantageous mutations. The
cancer risk (R0) is the probability of developing cancer in one’s lifetime. Hence, in the deterministic
runaway model,
0, 𝐾 < 5
𝑃(𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟|𝐾) = {
1, 𝐾 ≥ 5
In the probabilistic runaway model, the potential function is:
0, 𝐾 < 5
1, 𝐾 ≥ 10
𝑃(𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟|𝐾) = {𝐾 − 4
, 5 ≤ 𝐾 < 10
12
Beyond driver and neutral (passenger) mutations, the existence of deleterious mutations in tumors has been
controversial (Wu, et al. 2016; Martincorena, et al. 2017; Zapata, et al. 2018). Such mutations presumably
could slow down cancer evolution and should be relevant only when data on non-cancerous clonal
expansions are included (see Chen, Ruan et al., unpublished results).
2) Fitness-altering mutations in the germline – We assume that non-neutral mutations occur among 1% (r =
0.01) or 5% (r = 0.05) of the coding mutations on the basis of human polymorphism data (Fay, et al. 2001;
Eyre-Walker, et al. 2006). For the purpose of this study, we need to estimate the proportion of mutations
under strong negative selection. In the germline, the mutators and the variants that affect fitness are likely to
be unlinked or at most loosely linked. Hence, the fitness of the mutators would be affected for only a few
generations. For that reason, only fitness reduction approaching lethality is relevant in this context and
polymorphism data can distinguish between strongly and weakly deleterious mutations. Fay et al. estimated
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the proportion, as well as the selective coefficients, of deleterious mutations from the human polymorphism
data (Fay, et al. 2001). Their estimates suggest that the strongly selected class (f2, in their notation) is not
smaller than 1% - 5% of all coding mutations (see Methods). We assume that these mutations would cause
lethality in a combination of two or more. Furthermore, recombination operates in the germline and we
assume that the deleterious mutations and the mutators are unlinked.
Approximate analytical solutions
While we rely on extensive simulations, approximate analytical solutions have also been obtained as
summarized below (see Supplement for details):
The expected number of mutations at age t is given by
𝜆(𝑡) = −

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡)
𝑚𝑝

Eq. (2)

The probability of an individual with 𝑥 mutations at age t is
𝑙𝑛(1−𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) (−
𝜆(𝑡)𝑥
𝑚𝑝
𝑃(𝑛𝑘∗ (𝑡) = 𝑥) = 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑡)
=𝑒
𝑥!

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) 𝑥
)
𝑚𝑝
Eq. (3)
𝑥!

Similarly, we can obtain the probability of having x mutator mutations as

𝑃(𝑛𝑘 (𝑡) = 𝑥) =

𝑙𝑛(1−𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) (−
𝑚
𝑒

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) 𝑥
)
𝑚
Eq. (4)
𝑥!

The probability of having x fitness-altering mutations is

𝑃(𝐾(𝑡) = 𝑥) =

𝑙𝑛(1−𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) (−𝑟
𝑟
𝑚𝑝
𝑒

𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) 𝑥
)
𝑚𝑝
Eq. (5)
𝑥!

In the deterministic runaway model, the risk at age t is given by
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡)
)
𝑙𝑛(1−𝑚𝑝𝜇0 𝑡) (−𝑟
𝑚𝑝
𝑟
𝑚𝑝
𝑅0 (𝑡) = 1 − ∑ 𝑒
𝑥!
𝐾𝑚 −1

𝑥

Eq. (6)

𝑥=0

The comparisons between simulations and the analytical solutions are given in Fig. S3 and Fig. S4. The
disparity increases with the mutator strength due to the approximation based on the mean mutator effect (see
Supplement).

III. Cause of the runaway process: A few strong or many weak mutators?
To trigger the runaway process, the mutator strength (𝜆̅) and the initial baseline mutation rate (𝜇0 ) are
both crucial. In this section, we analyze the mutator strength (strong but infrequent vs. weak but common
mutators) by varying p and 𝜆̅ but keeping p × 𝜆̅ constant (at 0.12). The results are shown in Fig. 3 for the
deterministic model. The probabilistic model yields qualitatively similar results as shown in Fig. S2.
Fig. 3 here
In Fig. 3, the lifetime cancer risk (R0) and mutation load both increase as the mutator strength increases
(Fig. 3a-c). However, above a certain level, the risk starts to decrease (Fig. 3c-e). This reversal is due to the
rareness of strong mutators, when most cases do not acquire even a single mutator. Overall, many weak
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mutators are much more compatible with the observed distributions of mutation load than a few strong ones
(Fig. 3a-c and Fig. 3d-e vs. Fig. 1a).
While the model predicts a long tail of high mutation load, the maximal number of mutations is still
smaller than 500 (Fig. 3b-e) whereas the observations of Fig. 1a show a much longer and thinner tail. In the
framework of the runaway model, a very long tail is possible, provided that there is time for mutations to
accrue. For example, there may exist a time gap (G, also known as incubation period or latency time (Nadler
and Zurbenko 2014)) between the emergence of the single progenitor cancer cell and its subsequent
expansion. Even with a small time gap (G = 1 year), the maximum number of mutations in tumors can reach
nearly 4000 (Fig. 3f). The distribution with G =1 indeed agrees well with the observations on colorectal
cancer (Fig. 3f vs. Fig. 1a).

IV. Evolution of the germline mutation rate (𝝁𝟎 )
We now transition from analyzing somatic mutations to predicting the germline mutation rate. Unlike in
the soma, all germline mutations in the gamete are present in every cell of the progeny. For this reason,
deleterious mutations in the germline would have a much greater fitness consequence than somatic
mutations and the germline mutation rate is expected to be lower than in the soma. The question is “how
much lower”. It is then natural to ask how the baseline mutation rate, 𝜇0 , would affect the runaway process
in the germline. After all, a higher 𝜇0 is equivalent to the presence of some mutators.
This rate of germline mutation in humans, referred to as 𝜇 ∗ , is estimated to be ~ 1 de novo mutations per
year per gamete, corresponding to about 0.4 x 10-9 /bp /year (Scally and Durbin 2012; Jonsson, et al. 2017).
In this section, we are interested in the coding regions and set 𝜇 ∗ = 0.02 per year. We then ask about the
consequence of mutation accumulation if 𝜇0 is larger than 𝜇 ∗ , with 𝜇0 = 2𝜇 ∗ , 5𝜇 ∗ or 10𝜇 ∗ , in comparison
with 𝜇0 = 𝜇 ∗ . The average strength of the mutator, 𝜆̅, is assumed to be either 2 or 5. Given that 𝜇 ∗ = 0.4 x
10-9 /bp/year is a very small number to begin with, a 2 or 5 fold increase would still yield a very small
mutation rate.
The probability of runaway accumulation will be referred to as the “fitness risk”, which is the average
fitness reduction in the progeny (see Fig. 4). Given the effective population size of humans in the range of
(5-10) x 103, a fitness reduction of 0.005 - 0.01 should be considered medium to high. Indeed, the calculated
fitness risk due to deleterious mutations is ~ 0.5 x 10-4, based on human polymorphism data (see Table 1 and
Methods). Therefore, the fitness risk in extant humans is minimal if the baseline mutation rate does not
evolve.
Fig. 4 here
Results from two schemes of mutator effect are presented. In scheme A with 𝜆̅ = 2 and r = 0.05, fitnessaltering mutations are common but mutator strength is moderate (Fig. 4a; Table S1). In this scheme and in
the absence of mutators, the risk stays low until age 40 if 𝜇0 = 2𝜇 ∗. Nevertheless, because the fitness
mutations are common, the risk would be moderate at age 25 if 𝜇0 = 5𝜇 ∗. With mutators, if 𝜇0 = 2𝜇 ∗ , the
risk would be moderate at age 30 and high at age 40. If 𝜇0 = 5𝜇 ∗, then the risk is already high at age 18.
In scheme B with 𝜆̅ = 5 and r = 0.01, the fitness-altering mutations are less common but the mutators are
strong (Fig. 4b; Table S2). We shall now consider the fitness risk if there are no mutators. First, according to
simulations, the fitness risk would be imperceptible for all parameter values (Fig. 4b; Table S2). Second,
when we use the actual polymorphism data on deleterious mutations, the calculated fitness risk would
remain < 10-3 even if 𝜇0 = 10𝜇 ∗ (see Methods). Hence, the baseline mutation rate in humans appears to be
far below what natural selection would tolerate, if there are no mutators. In contrast, if we consider mutators
with the associated risk of runaway process, even 𝜇0 = 𝜇 ∗ would incur a moderate risk of 0.005 at age 25. If
𝜇0 = 2𝜇 ∗, the risk is moderate at age 13 (probably before sexual maturity) and high at age 19. With strong
mutators and 𝜇0 = 5𝜇 ∗, the fitness risk would be exceedingly high at age 10.
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The trend is most discernible if we focus on the risk at age 25, assumed to be the mean reproductive age
of humans (Fig. 4c). With mutators (the top two lines), a two-fold increase in the baseline mutation rate
would make the risk rather high at age 25. A five-fold increase to 𝜇0 = 0.1 would make the risk of fitness
reduction unacceptable. On the other hand, without the runaway process, the baseline mutation could be two,
or even five-fold, higher than its current level, regardless of the proportion of lethal mutations. The lowest
line shows that, given r = 0.01, 𝜇0 can easily be 10-fold higher than it is now if there is no threat of runaway
mutation. In conclusion, mutators could set a limit on the baseline mutation rate, 𝜇0 , that may otherwise
seem too low.
The threat of runaway accumulation is much reduced if reproduction happens much earlier. For example,
at age five, the cost of letting 𝜇0 increase by even 10-fold would be modest (Fig. 4d). This age-dependency
could explain why the mutation rate per year in mice is 10 times higher than in humans (Lindsay, et al.
2018). Furthermore, there is a negative correlation between generation time and per year mutation rate.
Comparing Fig. 4d with Fig. 4c, one may make a case that the reduced risk of runaway mutation
accumulation may permit the baseline mutation rate to rise high in taxa with shorter generation time. In
contrast, long-living species like humans may have set 𝜇0 low to avoid mutation rates increasing at an
accelerating pace. Indeed, in more than 1500 trios in Iceland where the parental age rarely exceeds 50, no
runaway accumulation was observed (Jonsson, et al. 2017).

Discussion
Mutation is unique among evolutionary forces as mutations themselves form a positive feedback
loop. With mutator mutations begetting more mutations, the process can evolve very quickly, even within a
lifetime. Indeed, somatic tissues with a high mutation load often evolve into tumors (Loeb 1991; Hanahan
and Weinberg 2011; Cancer Genome Atlas 2012; Cancer Genome Atlas Research, et al. 2013). The source
of mutators is crucial for the runaway process. An interesting example is a panel of 66 DNA polymerase I
mutants in E. coli that yield replication fidelities spanning three orders of magnitude (Loh, et al. 2010). Such
strong mutators, however, are not found to drive high mutation rates as shown in Fig. 1, thus suggesting the
source of mutator mutations to be rather diverse.
Until now, mutators driving a runaway process have not yet been documented for germline evolution.
We thus re-evaluate the assumption of an unvarying mutation rate across time. In the evolutionary time span,
the postulate of a constant mutation rate driving a molecular clock has been rejected (Wu and Li 1985;
Kumar and Subramanian 2002; Kumar 2005; Elango, et al. 2006; Moorjani, et al. 2016). Furthermore, by
tracking the change of the  ratio through time ( being the mutation rate in males vs. that in females),
Makova and Li report the  ratio in the extant hominids to be much smaller than in the earlier period of
primate evolution (Makova and Li 2002). More recently, the mutation rate in extant humans, observed by
the parents-offspring trio sequencing, is found to be only 1/3 as large as those of other apes – chimpanzee,
gorilla, and orangutan (Besenbacher, et al. 2019). These observations suggest that the mutation rate has been
evolving rapidly.
Since the mutation rate evolves, the extant rate should reflect past selective pressure (Lynch 2010,
2011; Scally and Durbin 2012; Sung, et al. 2012; Wielgoss, et al. 2013). However, the germline mutation
rate in extant humans seems unnecessarily low (Fig. 4). The apparent excess in replication fidelity can be
resolved if the avoidance of runaway mutation accumulation is factored in. As the potential for such
accumulation should increase with age, one may ask for evidence for this process in men of advanced age,
say, > 70. There are hints that the accumulation of mutations is closer to exponential than linear when very
old paternal parents are included (Risch, et al. 1987; Wyrobek, et al. 2006; Kong, et al. 2012; Khandwala, et
al. 2018). In this context, the issue of advanced paternal age would have theoretical, medical, and socialcultural significance.
The avoidance of runaway mutation accumulation may also explain why the average age of
reproduction has such an impact on the baseline mutation rate. In general, short-living animals have a much
higher baseline rate (Welch, et al. 2008; Thomas, et al. 2010; Wilson Sayres, et al. 2011). For example, the
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per year mutation rate in mice is 10 times higher than in humans (Lindsay, et al. 2018). Even among
hominoids, the slight delay in the age of reproduction (~ age 29) may have contributed to the much lower
baseline rate in humans than in other apes (age 19-25) (Langergraber, et al. 2012). In Fig. 3f, it is shown that
one extra year can extend the tail length many-fold. As pointed out (Besenbacher, et al. 2019), this strong
generation-time dependence may explain why the mutation rate obtained by trio sequencing in humans is
only half as large as that inferred from the evolutionary analysis between human and other apes. Given their
longer generation time, modern humans appear to have a lower baseline mutation rate than their ancestors
and relatives.
In conclusion, the evolution of the mutation rate could be a highly dynamic process due to the
positive feedback of mutators on mutations. This mechanism is revealed by cancer genomic studies (Cancer
Genome Atlas 2012; Cancer Genome Atlas Research, et al. 2013; Kandoth, et al. 2013; Lawrence, et al.
2014). The process of mutation is another example, in addition to genetic drift (Chen, et al. 2017), natural
selection (Chen, et al. 2019) , and sex chromosome evolution (Xu, et al. 2017) that cancer evolution studies
can enrich the general theories of biological evolution (Wu, et al. 2016; Wen, et al. 2018).

Methods
I. Data Handling
Estimating the proportions of DNA repair genes and cancer driver genes in the genome
In the runaway model, 𝑝 is the proportion of mutator mutations and 𝑟 is the proportion of fitnessaltering mutations. Both have to be estimated. We first use the proportion of DNA repair genes as a lower
bound on 𝑝. For fitness mutations, we use the cancer driver mutations compiled from the literature.
The 177 DNA repair genes and 299 cancer driver genes were obtained from the public databases as
well as published papers (Wood, et al. 2001; Wood, et al. 2005; Lawrence, et al. 2014; Bailey, et al. 2018).
We use the software GTFtools (Li 2018) to calculate non-overlapping exon length for these genes (see Table
S3, Table S4). The total lengths of exons of the 177 DNA repair genes and the 299 cancer driver genes are
1026236 bp and 2372955 bp, respectively. The exome of the human genome consists of roughly 180,000
exons constituting about 1% of the total genome (Ng, et al. 2009). Thus, the exome proportion of DNA
repair genes is 1026326 / (3.2x107) = 0.032 and 2372955 / (3.2x107) = 0.074 for cancer driver genes.
Considering that the ratio of nonsynonymous mutations over synonymous mutations is around 2:1, the
proportion of function-changing sites in DNA repair genes is 0.02 and 0.04 in cancer driver genes.
Extraction of SNVs from whole exome (or genome) data from cancerous and normal tissues
We obtained exome mutation data called by Mutect2 and the associated clinical information from
TCGA. There are 10429 patients across 33 cancer types. For each case, we only care about single nucleotide
variants (SNVs) in exons and discard all other mutations. We divide the SNVs into synonymous ("5'UTR",
"3'UTR", "Silent") and nonsynonymous mutations ("Missense Mutation", "Nonsense Mutation", "Nonstop
Mutation", "Translation Start Site", "Splice Site", "Splice Region"). We then counted the numbers of
nonsynonymous and synonymous mutations in the 177 DNA repair and 299 cancer driver genes in each
patient. To compare with the contribution of DNA repair mutations to the mutation load, we randomly chose
207 genes with the same length as the 177 DNA repair genes and likewise counted the nonsynonymous and
synonymous mutations.
We obtained filtered vcf files (whole genome sequencing data) corresponding to 45 normal tissue
samples (21 colons, 14 small intestines, and 10 livers) from Blokzijl et al. (Blokzijl, et al. 2016). We used
ANNOVAR (Yang and Wang 2015) for variant annotation. We processed these data similarly to the TCGA
data to obtain nonsynonymous and synonymous mutation counts in DNA repair, cancer driver, and random
genes.
II. Model and simulation
The structure of the runaway mutation accumulation model is presented in the main text and the
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approximate analytical solutions are given in the Supplemental text. We describe the simulation procedures
below.
Simulation steps
1. Initialization. Determine the lifetime (𝑇) of an individual. Set initial age t = 0, initial mutation rate 𝜇 =
𝜇0 , the number of mutator mutations 𝑛𝑘 = 0, the number of mutations 𝑛𝑘∗ = 0, the number of fitnessaltering mutations K = 0.
2. Determine the waiting time Δt to a new mutation by sampling from the exponential distribution with
mean 1/𝜇.
3. The new mutations are mutators with probability p, and fitness-altering with probability r. p and r are
mutually exclusive. If the new mutation is fitness-altering, go to step 4. If the new mutation is a
mutator, go to step 5.
4. Fitness mutation: Update fitness-altering mutation number K = K + 1.
1

𝑥

5. Mutator mutation: Sample a value k from the exponential distribution with mean m (𝑚 𝑒 −𝑚 ) (see
Mutator strength below). Update mutation rate 𝜇 = 𝜇 × 𝑒 𝑘 . Update mutator mutation number 𝑛𝑘 =
𝑛𝑘 + 1.
6. Update t = t +Δt, 𝑛𝑘∗ = 𝑛𝑘∗ +1. If we are simulating the mutation accumulation in somatic tissues (i.e. the
tumorigenesis process), go to step 7. If in the germline, go to step 8.
7. According to the tumor onset function (see main text), determine whether the individual forms a
tumor. If a tumor is formed or 𝑡 > 𝑇, stop simulation (Note: if there is a latency time G, the cancer
case can also accumulate mutations during latency). Otherwise, return to step 2.
8. If K > 1 (synthetic lethal) or 𝑡 > 𝑇, stop simulation. Otherwise, return to step 2.
For each parameter space, we simulate 100000 cases unless otherwise specified.
Mutator strength
In the main text, the effect of a new mutator on the mutation rate is
𝜇 ′ = 𝜆𝜇
We assume that 𝑥 = 𝑙𝑛(𝜆) follows an exponential distribution with mean 𝑚. 𝜆 thus follows the logexponential distribution. A good estimation for the mutator strength is the mean 𝜆. Here we just obtain the
mean of the log-exponential variable (𝜆) to estimate the average effect of a new mutator.
𝑙𝑛𝑘

𝑃(𝜆 ≤ 𝑘) = 𝑃(𝑒 𝑥 ≤ 𝑘) = 𝑃(𝑥 ≤ 𝑙𝑛𝑘) = ∫
0

1 −𝑥/𝑚
𝑒
𝑑𝑥 = 1 − 𝑘 −1/𝑚 (𝑘 ≥ 1)
𝑚

i.e. the cumulative density function (CDF) of 𝜆 is
𝐹(𝜆) = 1 − 𝜆−1/𝑚 (𝜆 ≥ 1)
Taking the derivative gives the density of 𝜆,
𝑓(𝜆) =
Then the mean of 𝜆 is given by

∞

𝑑𝐹(𝜆) 1 −1/𝑚−1
= 𝜆
(𝜆 ≥ 1)
𝑑𝜆
𝑚

𝜆̅ = ∫ 𝜆𝑓𝛬 (𝜆) 𝑑𝜆 = ∫
1

∞

1

1
𝑚

𝜆−1/𝑚 𝑑𝜆

When 0 < 𝑚 < 1,
1 1− 1
𝜆 𝑚 ∞
1
𝑚
𝜆̅ = ∫
𝜆−1/𝑚 𝑑𝜆 =
|
=
1 𝜆 =1 1−𝑚
1 𝑚
1−
𝑚
∞

When 𝑚 = 1,
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∞
∞
𝜆̅ = ∫ 𝜆−1 𝑑𝜆 = ln(𝜆) |
=∞

𝜆=1

1

When 𝑚 > 1,

1 1− 1
𝜆 𝑚 ∞
𝑚
−1/𝑚
̅
𝜆=∫
𝜆
𝑑𝜆 =
|
=∞
1 𝜆=1
1 𝑚
1−
𝑚
∞

1

The mean of 𝜆 goes to infinity when 𝑚 ≥ 1. However, the mutator effect, 𝜆, of a new mutator cannot be

infinite in our case. In addition, when m is small,
1
≈ 𝑒𝑚
1−𝑚
Thus, we just let the mean effect of a mutator approximately be

𝜆̅ = 𝑒𝑚 Eq. (A1)
III. Estimation of fitness risk (or reduction) from human polymorphism data
Here we calculate the fitness reduction of the human population according to the proportion and
selective coefficients of deleterious mutations estimated by Fay et al (Fay, et al. 2001). Like Fay et al, we
assume the proportions of neutral, slightly deleterious, and strongly deleterious mutations to be f0, f1, and f2
respectively. The average selection coefficient of slightly deleterious mutations is s1 and s2 for strongly
deleterious variants. We denote the dominance coefficient by h, mutation rate per year by 𝜇0 , and the
conception time by T. We let effective population size of humans be N = 10000. Then the average number
of new mutations of an individual after a single generation is
𝜆(𝑡) = 𝜇0 𝑇
Assuming that the mutation load follows the Poisson distribution, the probability of an individual
with 𝑖 new mutations is given by
[𝜆(𝑡)]𝑖
𝑃(𝑖 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) = 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑡)
𝑖!
In the infinite allele model, two mutations are impossible at the same allele. Thus, the new mutation
will be in a heterozygous state and the expected fitness (multiplicative epistasis) of an individual with the
new mutation 𝑖 is
𝑤𝑖 = (1 − 0)𝑖𝑓0 (1 − ℎ𝑠1 )𝑖𝑓1 (1 − ℎ𝑠2 )𝑖𝑓2 ≈ 1 − 𝑖ℎ𝑓1 𝑠1 − 𝑖ℎ𝑓2 𝑠2
Further, the average fitness of the population is
∞

∞

𝑤
̅ = ∑ 𝑃(𝑖 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠) 𝑤𝑖 = ∑ 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑡)
𝑖=0

𝑖=0

[𝜆(𝑡)]𝑖
(1 − 𝑖ℎ𝑓1 𝑠1 − 𝑖ℎ𝑓2 𝑠2 )
𝑖!
∞

= 1 − 𝜆(𝑡) × (ℎ𝑓1 𝑠1 + ℎ𝑓2 𝑠2 ) ∑ 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑡)
𝑖=1

[𝜆(𝑡)]𝑖−1
= 1 − 𝜆(𝑡) × (ℎ𝑓1 𝑠1 + ℎ𝑓2 𝑠2 )
(𝑖 − 1)!

Thus, the fitness reduction of the human population can be obtained by
Δ𝑤 = 𝜇0 𝑇ℎ(𝑓1 𝑠1 + 𝑓2 𝑠2 )
Comparing with the human polymorphism data, Fay et al. used the deleterious model to estimate the
following parameters: f0 ~ 0.2, f1~0.3, f2~0.5, 2Nhs1~10 (Fay, et al. 2001). We use several values for these
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parameters close to the estimated numbers and assume s2 is two or five-fold higher than s1. We hen let
𝜇0 =0.02 and 𝑇=30 and use the preceding equation to estimate the corresponding fitness reduction (Table 1).
The table shows that fitness reduction due to the baseline mutation rate (𝜇0 =0.02) will be ~ 0.5 x 10-4.
According to the preceding equation, the fitness reduction will remain < 10-3 (0.5 x 10-3) even if we increase
the mutation rate 10-fold. Thus, the estimated mutation rate (~0.02 per exome per year) in humans appears
to be far below what natural selection would tolerate.

h
0.5
0.1
0.01

Table 1. Estimation of fitness risk of human population
f0
f1
f2
s1
s2
2Ns1
0.2
0.29
0.51
0.001
0.002
20
0.29
0.51
0.001
0.005
20
0.3
0.5
0.005
0.01
100
0.3
0.5
0.005
0.025
100
0.25
0.55
0.01
0.02
200
0.25
0.55
0.01
0.05
200
0.42
0.38
0.05
0.1
1000
0.42
0.38
0.05
0.25
1000

𝚫𝒘
3.93E-04
8.52E-04
3.90E-04
8.40E-04
8.10E-05
1.80E-04
3.54E-04
6.96E-04
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Figures

Fig. 1. Mutation load distribution. (a) Distributions of mutational load in the normal colon tissue (blue;
(Blokzijl, et al. 2016)) and colorectal cancer (red; (Cancer Genome Atlas 2012; Cancer Genome Atlas
Research, et al. 2013)). SNVs = single nucleotide variants. The number of cases is shown in the parentheses.
The inset displays the tail end of the distribution. (b) Distribution of SNVS in LUAD cancer from TCGA
data with and without nonsynonymous mutations in DNA repair genes. Red bars represent cases with at
least one nonsynonymous mutation. The number of cases is shown in the parentheses. (c) Mutation load as a
function of the number of nonsynonymous mutations in DNA repair genes. Each point represents a patient
(9979 patients in total) with the linear regression line shown. The three dashed lines are the models in which
each DNA repair mutation increases the mutation rate according to the equation given (see Sec. II). The
parameter a = 267 is the mean number of exome SNVs from TCGA data and m is the factor by which a
nonsynonymous mutation in DNA repair genes can increase the mutation rate. There is no hint of any
increase in mutation rate due to the mutations in DNA repair genes. (d) is the same as (b) but the genes are
randomly chosen from the genome with their total length equal to the DNA repair genes. Note that (b) and
(d) are nearly identical. They, together with (c), show that the cases with very high mutation load cannot be
attributed to the mutations in DNA repair genes.
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Fig. 2. Three examples of mutation accumulation. Three types of mutations are considered: neutral (blue
box), fitness-altering (green triangle) and mutators (red star, the size proportional to effect size). Fitnessaltering mutations in somatic tissues can lead to cancer when the number reaches a threshold (usually 5).
The process lasts for an individual’s lifetime or until reaching the cancerous state.
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Fig. 3. Mutation load distribution across mutator effect sizes. (a-e) Normalized histogram of mutation
load with p × λ̅ = 0.12 where p is the probability of mutator mutations and 𝜆̅ is the mean mutator strength. a
– e: the mutator strength continues to increase but the mutators become less prevalent (see the main text). R0
represents the lifetime cancer risk, i.e. the probability of becoming cancerous by accumulating at least five
cancer drivers. For each parameter set, we simulate 100000 cases. (f) The same as panel (b) except for an
additional parameter of G=1 (year), which is the latency time between the acquisition of the five driver
mutations and the exponential expansion of the cancer cell population. Recent evidence has increasingly
suggested the existence of this latency time due to intense local competitions among cell clones
(Martincorena, et al. 2018; Yizhak, et al. 2019; Zhu, et al. 2019). During this time gap, mutation
accumulation may also accelerate, thus giving rise to the strong right-skewed distribution.
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Fig. 4. Probability of fitness reduction (or risk) as a function of the germline mutation rate at age 0, 𝝁𝟎 .
This value in extant humans is estimated to be 0.02. We use 𝜇0 = 0.02, 0.04, 0.10, 0.20 in the simulations. p
= 0.1 for all panels. (a) Fitness reduction due to runaway mutation accumulation under frequent fitnessaltering mutations (r = 0.05) and weak mutators (𝜆̅=2). (b) As in (a), but with less frequent fitness-altering
variants (r = 0.01) and stronger mutators (𝜆̅=5). (c, d) Fitness reduction at age 25 or 5 as a function of the
baseline mutation rate. The low fitness values in these panels are given numerically in Table S1, S2.
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